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SEATING
COLLECTION

Contemporary, progressive and innovative soft seating solutions
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Why choose us?

At the Offi ce Furniture Group, we strive to provide high 
quality furniture and services at the lowest possible cost to 
you. We endeavour to take good care of our customers, so 
that they can benefi t from our services with the peace of 
mind that comes with a responsible approach to business.

We stock all kinds of furniture and equipment for all 
environments, from offi ces to receptions and canteens - 
from executive desks to dividing walls and IT equipment. 

The Offi ce Furniture Group also provides an extensive and 
well developed range of services, designed to address any 
planning, design, clearance or relocation needs you might 
have. (Clearances are subject to terms and conditions).

Our Mission at The Offi ce Furniture Group:

Products

Our comprehensive product sourcing enables us to provide 
a solution for every offi ce as well as something to suit every 
budget.

Planet

The Offi ce Furniture Group believe that as a company that 
we have an accountability to respect its social, corporate 
and environmental responsibility, on a local and national 
basis. Our sole aim is a zero landfi ll policy.

Profi t

Our profi t can only occur while being mindful of our overall 
responsibilities.

Partners

We create and nurture partnerships with suppliers and 
customers – together we can achieve more.
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“THE SECRET TO HAPPY WORKSPACES ISN’T SPENDING MORE 
MONEY. IT’S ABOUT CREATING THE CONDITIONS THAT ALLOW 
EMPLOYEES TO DO THEIR BEST WORK.”

Dr Ron Friedman
The Best Place to Work: The Art and Science

of Creating an Extraordinary Workplace

Design and comfort reside fi rmly at the forefront of everything we do at The Offi ce 

Furniture Group.  We consciously strive to provide our customers with a choice of 

products that deliver the signifi cant and individual style they so desire.

The soft seating collection from The Offi ce Furniture Group provides a plethora of 

combination opportunities by way of intelligent functionality and versatility.
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Liberty

Available in one, two and three seater variants, the distinctive character of 
this range is achieved by combining subtle contours and generous proportions 
with a suspended back, angled to maximise comfort and support.

Liberty also offers a unique bench option with the removal of the back rest.

 SHOWN WITH STANDARD CHROME LEG ON SOFA AND BENCH VARIANTS

LIBERTY ONE LIBERTY TWO LIBERTY THREE
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Liberty

Enhance the look of Liberty with button back detailing, channel 
quilting, contrasting seat fabrics or wooden legs to suit those 
environments that require an extra dash of individuality.

LIBERTY ONE LIBERTY TWO LIBERTY THREE

 SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL WOODEN LEGS AND BUTTON BACK DETAILING

CHAIRS ABOVE SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL QUILTED  BACK REST
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Available as a single armchair - two or three seater sofa, this modern design creates a 
striking first impression and can be integrated with the Synergy modular range for the 
perfect combination. The suite of pieces can be tailored to complement any corporate 
environment in a variety of fabrics including two tone upholstery and a full leather option.

Synergy  MODULAR COLLECTION WITH OPTIONAL SLED BASE AND CONTRASTING SCATTER CUSHION

SYNERGY ONE SYNERGY TWO SYNERGY THREE
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Eden  HIGH-BACK UNITS COMBINED WITH SOFA AND MODULAR ELEMENTS CREATE A MODERN OFFICE ENVIRONMENT

“TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION AND NEW THINKING ABOUT 
WHAT WORKPLACES ARE FOR IS MAKING THE WORKPLACE 
A FORCE FOR GOOD. PEOPLE WILL BECOME BETTER PEOPLE, 
BETTER WORKERS AND BETTER CONTRIBUTORS.”

Trevor Hardy
CEO, The Future Laboratory

The Eden Collection is an all-encompassing range 
of contemporary soft seating for today’s evolving 
workplace. Consisting of a high back sofa element, 
one and two seater sofa option and modular range, 
Eden is the ideal choice for both meeting and 
modern-day break environments.

Integrate Hexad with Eden for additional informal 
seating areas.
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Eden

Power Options 
A selection of PortHole modules designed to support and improve the practice of mobile 
and remote working in the workplace.

PortHole charger modules are supplied complete with an individually fused power socket 
and a choice of the following:

• Twin USB chargers       • Single USB charger and HDMI       • Twin HDMI

Wireless charger modules offer an integral power supply and work with any device that is 
compatible for wireless Qi induction charging.

Power and data cables all exit from the base of the unit and come with a standard 1m mains 
lead to 3 pole connector, 3m data lead and 2m USB lead where appropriate.

Power options are available for use with many of the seating options found in this brochure.

PortHole II - Grey

PortHole III - Wireless Qi
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Mosaic Plus  A MIXTURE OF COMBINATIONS IN A TYPICAL BREAKOUT SETTING

MP1 MPCU MP1-B MP1-BLA or MP1-BRA MP1-LARA MP2 MP2-FB MP2-FBLA or MP2-FBRA MP2-LARA

Multi-functional. Versatile. Contemporary. Dynamic. 
The Mosaic Plus modular range ticks many boxes. 
Individual components can be utilised to suit specifi c 
spaces and form a vast array of innovative and 
inventive confi gurations.
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Mosaic Plus  MOSAIC PLUS COMBINED WITH THE EDEN RANGE TO CREATE A COLLABORATIVE ENVIRONMENT

“Making the simple complicated is commonplace, making the 
complicated simple, awesomely simple, THAT’S CREATIVITY.”

IMAGE DEPICTS THE MOSAIC PLUS RANGE WITH OPTIONAL SLED FRAME
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Hexad

A modern take on the traditional stool. This hexagonally shaped range can be 
adapted for use in a wide variety of environments, from primary education to 
contemporary breakout areas. Available in 3 sizes, Hexad is a versatile option 
for the progressive office of today.

 LARGE STOOLS ARRANGED IN VARIOUS CONFIGURATIONS - FINISHED IN CONTRASTING FABRICS

HEXAD SMALL HEXAD MEDIUM HEXAD LARGE

“Interior design is the ability to transform an ordinary space 
into a beautiful, well-designed and functional environment”

Ann Snipes
Interior Designer
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Hexad  SMALL STOOLS CONFIGURED IN A CASUAL ARRANGEMENT AND FEATURING VIBRANT, CONTRASTING FABRICS

HEXAD SMALL HEXAD MEDIUM HEXAD LARGE

Create combinations for larger communal areas or specify 
as individual stools when the setting dictates it. Hexad also 
perfectly accompanies the LINK modular system and can be 
easily integrated in modern and educational environments.
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Serenity  BOARDROOM CHAIR SHOWN WITH CHROME FOUR STAR SWIVEL BASE, LEATHER UPHOLSTERY AND WALNUT OUTER BACK

SER - FS SER - WALNUT MR SER - WHITE WF SER - TL SER PLUS - FS SER PLUS WALNUT - MR SER PLUS WHITE - WF SER PLUS - TL

Serenity has been designed with versatility in mind. This stylish and 
adaptable seat can be specifi ed with or without a headrest and the 
twin shell design allows the chairs to be specifi ed fully upholstered. 
Alternatively, fi nish with a walnut veneer or white laminate outer 
shell to tailor the look and feel of the chairs to suit the environment.
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Fusion

An affordable and contemporary modular choice for any reception or lounge 
setting with the additional dimension of versatility. Take any of the pieces that 
make up the Fusion range to create an array of stylish seating confi gurations 
to suit your particular space.

 A RECEPTION CONFIGURATION SHOWN WITH SUBTLE TWO TONE UPHOLSTERY

Combine Fusion modular seating to create two, three and four seater confi gurationsFUSION ONE NA FUSION ONE - LA OR RAFUSION ONE LARA FUSION CORNER

“SIMPLICITY IS THE ULTIMATE FORM OF SOPHISTICATION.”
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A stylish armchair and two seater sofa make up the Nero 
range. Vast, fully sprung cushions ensure maximum comfort 

and button detailing can be applied for additional flair.

Jack Nero

Flared armrests and spacious proportions create the distinctive visual appeal of 
this modern armchair and two seater sofa range.

A striking complement to the Jack range but equally stunning on its own.

Classic tub style meets contemporary design. Available as an armchair or 
two seater option with a choice of single or two tone upholstery.

‘Hold hands with Jill or go alone.’

Jill Chico

An update on the classic tub design, Chico features a 
curved back and arms paired with a comfortable sprung 

seat. Stylish tailored upholstery completes the look.

JACK TWO JACK ONE

JILL ONE

NERO ONE

CHICO-L CHICO-H CHICO-L
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WAVE-WF

Luna’s visually inviting character is achieved with a gently tapered and 
sculptured seat that’s just asking to be sat on. Luna can be further 
enhanced with an optional headrest and alternative bases.

Luna Wave

Clean lines and understated styling defines these informal armchairs. 
Ideal for use in breakout, reception and communal areas.

A contemporary low level chair with an eye-catching design. The 
generous curved seat and back create a distinctive appearance.

Zest Wave

Shown with optional channel quilted 
upholstery and button back detail.

LUNA-FS LUNA PLUS-WF LUNA PLUS-WF

ZFS ONE ZFL TWO ZFL ONE WAVE-WFWAVE-WF WAVE-FS
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Vista

Solace Vista 
A fully upholstered, functional and cost-effective seating 

solution. Vista is a flexible option for the contrasting 
requirements of the modern workplace.

A well-proportioned armchair that fits various base options. 
The refined shape gives Solace credence in breakout and visitor 
areas as well as in boardroom environments.

Polo’s effortlessly simple styling, open back and gentle curves combine 
to create a practical seating solution in single or two tone upholstery.

Polo

Shown with optional channel quilted 
upholstery and button back detail.

SOLACE - WF SOLACE - FS SOLACE - FS

POLO-WF POLO-FL POLO-WF

VISTA-SP-A VISTA-WF VISTA-WF-A

VISTA-WF VISTA-FS-A VISTA-WF
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JUNO -  upholstered stool

Luna and Juno stools

LUNA -  fully upholstered stool

The Pulse Design stool collection provides a perfect alternative 
for those areas requiring a touch of panache. The Luna stool 
derives its design from our elegantly styled Luna chair and is 

further complemented by the Juno model, which is available in a 
polished wooden veneer finish that can also be upholstered.

Link

BENCH

CUBE

QUADRANT

RADIUS

SEGMENT

TANGENT

A quality, modular system for conventional waiting areas and 
informal environments. Fully upholstered square, circular, 
angular and bench shape options enable the creation of dynamic 
and flexible layouts to suit any given area.

JUNO -  polished wood veneer
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Wilmslow House, Grove way, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 5AG
Telephone: 07949 203 201
Email: v.singh@theoffi cefurnituregroup.com      www.theoffi cefurnituregroup.com

 @TOFGroup




